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Origins of the Committee

 Pedagogy Secretariat of the Ministry of Education – responsible for 

formal curriculum;

 Administration for Youth and Social Education of the Ministry of 

Education – responsible for informal education, trips, ceremonies, 

homeroom, etc.;

 Authority for Measurement and Assessment alongside the Ministry of 

Education – responsible for testing and evaluation;

 Office of the Chief Scientist of the Ministry of Education -- responsible 

for connection between Ministry and the academy.  



Reasons for Establishing the 
Committee

 The Ministry of Education has adopted the focus on knowledge, 

skills, and values of OECD Future of Education and Skills 2030

www.oecd.org/education/2030-project; boger.pdf 

(education.gov.il). 

 There is considerable academic and professional agreement about 

assessing outcomes of education in knowledge and skills.

 There is less academic and professional agreement about assessing 
outcomes of education in values.

http://www.oecd.org/education/2030-project
https://meyda.education.gov.il/files/Planning/boger.pdf


Reservations for Establishing the 
Committee

 Lack of agreement about what values are;

 Lack of agreement about which values belong in the curriculum;

 Fear that data could be misused to impose values of one 

constituency on another;

 Fear of indoctrination.



Composition of the Committee

 Representation of relevant academic disciplines – philosophy, 

psychology, sociology and social psychology, critical social theory, 

pedagogy and curriculum, psychometrics and evaluation, science 
education;

 Representation of relevant universities, colleges, and research 

institutes; 

 Representation of (Past) President Reuven “Ruvi” Rivlin’s “Four Tribes 

of Israel” – Jewish Secular, Jewish Religious-Zionist, Jewish Ultra-

orthodox (Haredi), Arab;

 Representation of diverse views on key social, cultural, and political 
issues -- from left to right;

 Representation of different generations of scholars.



Members of the Committee
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Process of the Committee

 Posing of key questions by Ministry officials;

 Presentation of leading programs by Ministry staff;

 Presentations of leading academic perspectives by committee 

members;

 Public study days and conferences via Zoom with leading Israeli and 

international academics on relevant topics – (1) recent research on 

values education, (2) democratic and citizenship education, (3) 

religion and culture in Israeli education, (4) education against 

racism; 

 Outlining report; assigning, writing, and reviewing chapters;

 Preparing and reaching agreement on recommendations.



Some Challenges the Committee 

Faced

 Learning to understand the discourses of diverse academic 

disciplines;

 Learning to respectfully consider academic perspectives very 

different from one’s own;

 Learning to respectfully engage views on matters of deep personal 

conviction very different from one’s own;

 Considering to what degree, if any, the committee should 

challenge the perceived status quo of the Ministry of Education, 

and if so, in what ways.



Some Points of Consensus within 
the Committee

 Dialogue among different viewpoints has a significant role to play in values 
education of a diverse democracy.

 Students and teachers should be free and safe to express diverse perspectives in 
the classroom, even when they may be critical of one or another political 
ideology, government in power, or institution of the state.

 Students and teachers should not be allowed to express views or engage in 
behaviors that are hateful toward others, especially those who may be different 
from themselves.  

 Measurement and assessment data concerning values should not be used to 
impose values.

 Measurement and assessment data concerning values should not be used to 
make decisions about particular students or staff members, for example, that 
might be based on rating the degree to which they express particular patriotic, 
Zionist, or religious points of view, or critique particular patriotic, Zionist, or 
religious points of view. 



Some Points of Divergence within 
the Committee

 Did the committee’s mandate include consideration of 
recommendations concerning education in particular substantive 
values or was it restricted to questions of evaluation methodology 
alone?

 To what extent, if any, should the committee’s report reflect 
perspectives that might be considered controversial in one circle or 
another, e.g., Israel as a Jewish and Democratic State, on the one 
hand, or the establishment of Israel as a “Naqba” (catastrophe) for 
Palestinians or analysis of Israeli society using critical race theory, on 
the other?

 To what extent, if any, should the committee’s recommendations 
take into account the anticipated response of officials in the Ministry 
of Education or politicians affiliated with one political ideology or 
another?



An Issue for Discussion

 Michael Walzer on “thick” vs “thin” moral traditions (Thick and Thin, 

Moral Argument at Home and Abroad. Notre Dame, IN: Univ. of 
Notre Dame Press, 1985);

 Terence McLaughlin on “maximal” vs “minimal” citizenship 

education (“Citizenship, Diversity, and Education: A Philosophical 

Perspective.” Journal of Moral Education 21, no. 3, 1992: 235-50);

 Given the relative “thickness” of each of Rivlin’s “Four Tribes of 

Israel,” to what extent can or should Israeli citizenship education 

tend toward “maximal” citizenship education and to what extent 

can or should it be satisfied with “minimal” citizenship education?


